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YOU CAN PROVE YAHWEH EXISTS 
 
 This decade has been called a Decade of Destiny by many evangelical groups.  
For the first time in the 20th Century, we have satellite television and the Good News is 
going to all the world for the first time in all history.  Estimates are between 20 and 40 
million people in the United States claim to have had a "born again" experience.  Today 
we have 24 hour-a-day religious television on cable networks. 
 
 At the same time, the Arms build-up continues.  Today we have enough nuclear 
overkill, to destroy somewhere between 50 and 100 other worlds the same size of ours!  
Scientists, educators, and world leaders all agree that the only solution to man's 
problems is a world government!  Otherwise, world leaders expect that in the next 10 to 
15 years, there will be a nuclear World War III! 
 
 Are we living in the prophesied LAST DAYS?  Is it rational for us in our modern 
20th Century to believe in Yahweh? 
 
 Many people today believe in Yahweh.  However, there are many more who do 
not believe that there is a Supreme Almighty Creator.  More and more people are 
embracing agnosticism.  Others are embracing atheism (sometimes called nontheism).  
Sir Julian Huxley stated:  "There is no longer either need or room for supernatural 
beings capable of affecting the course of events in the evolutionary pattern of thought.  
The earth was not created, it evolved.  So did all the animals and plants that inhabit it, 
including our human selves, mind and soul as well as brain and body." 

 
 Today, our modern education teaches evolution.  We are taught that mankind 
evolved from simple to complex.  We are assured men were not created as the Bible 
account clearly states. 
 
 Instead, the theory of evolution teaches that man is the result of a cosmic 
accident, with no design or plan - no purpose! 
 
 Well, is there a Great Creator who created the vast universe, the planet earth, 
the myriad of life forms all operating in harmony (except where man has disrupted that 
harmony)?  And did the Supreme Being or Beings create man on this planet earth?  
Most important...CAN YOU PROVE IT? 

 
YAHWEH DOES EXIST 

 
 Believe it or not, you can PROVE that there is an all wise, all powerful, Almighty 
Creator Yahweh!  You can scientifically demonstrate the existence of that Great 
Creator.  The theory of evolution is still only a theory, NOT fact at all.  There is NO 
specific evidence (proof) that mankind and all animals on the earth evolved from simple 
amoeba to the complex organisms we see about us today. 
 
 Now we come to the first proof of the real existence of the Living Elohim.  We will 
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not base the proofs of the Creator's existence on religious faith.  Instead, we are going 
to prove scientifically beyond any shadow of a doubt, that there must be a great Creator 
Elohim, who made the vast, limitless universe and created all life on this planet. 
 
 Did life evolve from  simple  to  complex?   According to the theory of evolution, 
all animal life - and human life - on this planet evolved from single-celled animals.  The 
simplest single-celled animal is the amoeba.  The question is, where do evolutionists 
get their amoeba?  Where did the amoeba - the very first amoeba - originate?  Evolution 
postulates that life gradually evolved from pre-existent non-life.  But can the living come 
from the not-living?  Where did the first life come from?  What about the theory of 
spontaneous generation?  Could life have spontaneously come into existence out of 
nothing?  From the inanimate? 
 
 NO! -- as Science itself PROVES! 
 

THE LAW OF BIOGENESIS 
 
 The law of biogenesis states that life can come only from pre-existing life!  It is an 
absolute LAW!  Louis Pasteur, and another scientist named Lamarke, absolutely 
disproved the theory of spontaneous generation back in the 19th Century.  To this day, 
scientists agree that spontaneous generation is categorically IMPOSSIBLE!  The law of 
biogenesis states that life comes from pre-existing life.  Life cannot come from dead 
matter!  No life simply comes into existence by itself!  Who, then, brought life into 
existence? 
 
 Since life cannot spontaneously come into existence, the only logical conclusion 
is that life must have been CREATED!  There is no other logical explanation or 
conclusion! 
 
 The first great proof of the existence of the all wise, all powerful Creator is the 
scientific LAW OF BIOGENESIS!  Yahweh is the great Life giver, for He alone is 
IMMORTAL, has   life   inherent   within   Himself,   and  able  to  give  life.  Yahweh 
created all life.  The theory of evolution, which postulates that one species leaped over 
into another species and gradually over a period of millions and billions of years, 
became other life forms is simply an un-provable preposterous theory!  Indeed, the DNA 
molecule suggests that such a transference of life from one species to another is 
scientifically impossible. 
 
 It is simply impossible for life to have gradually come into existence out of 
NOTHING!   Life was created.  Life was created by a great Creator Elohim!  There is no 
other logical conclusion. 
 
 With the theory of Spontaneous Generation being disproved -- that is, the theory 
that life simply came into existence BY ITSELF -- the only other alternative, the only 
scientific explanation left to us is that Life must have been brought into existence!  But 
WHAT or WHO "brought into" existence Life itself?  Even today, the world's greatest 
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scientists have absolutely DISPROVED their once-cherished hypothesis that Life could 
be created in a laboratory by Man!  One futile attempt after another by modern-day 
scientists have once again proved that Life cannot be "brought into" existence by 
spontaneous generation, yes, by the greatest minds of the 20th Century!  Yet, Life does 
exist!  Since scientists have proved that Life cannot be created where it has not existed 
previously, the ONLY explanation is that a Great CREATOR ELOHIM CREATED LIFE!!  
There is no other alternative! 
 

THE EXISTENCE OF MATTER 
 
 Scientists know there has been no past eternity of matter.  Radio-activity is 
described by scientists as  a  gradual process of disintegration of matter.  For example, 
uranium is a radio-active element which, when decomposing, gradually becomes the 
element known as radium.  But then the disintegration continues in radium.  Radium 
gradually becomes the element lead.  Of course, this happens over a period of 
thousands of years.  Nevertheless, if matter has always existed, then matter has been 
around long enough to have gradually disintegrated where there would be no radio-
activity in existence today.  Yet uranium and other radio-active elements continue to 
exist.  Therefore we know there has been no past eternity of matter!  Scientists 
speculate that the earth and perhaps the rest of the universe is approximately four and 
one-half billion years of age.  There are a number of different methods of determining 
the age of the earth.  Through radiometric dating, meteorites in rocks on the moon have 
also, been dated.  Scientists continue to come up with the date, four and one-half billion 
years.  This is an approximate age of our part of the universe. 
 
 Where did matter come from?  Matter is defined as anything that has weight and 
takes up space.  Basically we can say, anything that is physical or material is matter.  
Where did the molecules that make up matter come from?  We know that the molecules 
in our physical universe are comprised of atoms.  If the theory of evolution is true, then 
all the molecules in existence must have gradually evolved from pre-existing atoms.  
Since everything supposedly evolved from simple to complex, then all atoms gradually 
evolved from the simplest atoms.  The simplest unit of matter is the hydrogen atom 
which contains one proton for its nucleus and one electron revolving around the proton.  
Theoretically, all molecules and all atoms would have gradually evolved from the 
hydrogen atom. 
 
 QUESTION!!  Where did the evolutionists get the hydrogen atom to start the 
process of "evolution"? 
 
 If there is no Creator, how did the hydrogen atom GRADUALLY come into 
existence out of NOTHING?!  Can your intelligent mind believe such a thing?  Such a 
concept is irrational and illogical to the thinking mind!  The only logical conclusion is that 
some power or Someone had to do the creating.  If you can be logical enough to 
understand that matter cannot come into existence all by itself, and then you must admit 
there had to be a First Cause.  And that great "First Cause" is Yahweh by actual name!  
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     The Law of the conservation of energy and matter states that matter can neither be 
created nor destroyed.  If, as scientists say, matter cannot be created, then WHERE did 
matter come from?  How did matter, the molecules and atoms that make up our 
physical and chemical existence, come into existence the first time?  Scientists know 
that matter is not being created today.  Where, then, did matter originate?  The only 
logical conclusion again, is that there must be a CREATOR who created matter in the 
physical universe!  There is no other rational conclusion.  CREATION then proves the 
existence of a great Creator!  And that Creator is the true ALMIGHTY! 
 

THE LAWS OF PHYSICS 
 
 Consider the myriad laws of energy, motion, and rotation of astral bodies, the 
laws of gravity, inertia, the principle of isostasy, and myriad other laws of physics.  How 
do these laws of physics gradually evolve from nothing?  Astronomers and evolutionists 
begin the origin of the universe with these laws of physics already in operation!  But 
they cannot explain how the law of gravity gradually "evolved."  How did the law of 
inertia gradually evolve from NOTHING?  Yet evolutionists start their theories with all of 
these pre-existing laws of science.  They do not attempt to explain HOW these laws 
gradually "evolved" into existence from nothing!  If evolutionists were to acknowledge 
the prior existence of these laws of physics upon which their evolutionary theories 
depend, they would necessarily have to acknowledge the existence of a Creator Being 
who put these laws into effect.  These scientific laws of physics which are 
unchangeable, immutable, unseen, and yet very real demand the existence of a great 
Lawgiver! 
 
 The great Lawgiver is YAHWEH! 
 

ALL LAWS ARE SUSTAINED 
 
 When designers an engineers design aircraft or space vehicles, they consider 
first all the laws that will be acting upon such a craft.  They actually DEPEND upon 
those laws to always act in a specific and uniform way.  We could say that these laws 
are being sustained!  When we drive our automobiles, trucks, buses, etc., we rely on the 
law of friction to keep us on the road.  We know it is at work, and we also know that 
certain conditions nullify the friction, such as wet pavement and "planning".  We also put 
oil in our cars to enable the engine to avoid the damaging results of friction by 
lubricating in order for the law of friction to not cause so much heat as to seize up or 
"freeze" the engine. 
 
 When our astronauts went to the moon, landed on the moon, returned to their 
spacecraft, and finally returned to earth, all the people involved DEPENDED upon the 
laws of trajectories,  the  laws  of  inertia,  the  laws  of   heating   and cooling, and a 
myriad of other laws.  The FACT that they could DEPEND ON THOSE LAWS WITH 
THEIR LIVES AND THE LIVES OF OTHERS absolutely requires the laws be 
SUSTAINED! 
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 The sustaining of laws absolutely REQUIRES a great SUSTAINER!  That 
Sustainer is the Creator who created the laws in the first place. 
 

GREAT DESIGN IN NATURE 
 
 When you look at beautiful buildings, structures, airplanes, even cars, the though 
comes ofter..."Who did such a tremendous job of design?"  You don't shrug it all off and 
have a stupid thought that the building, car, airplane, watch, or whatever, just came into 
existence by accident.  You know there was a designer involved. 
 
 Look at the interdependency of nature.  Everything in nature is in total harmony.  
Look at the diverse kinds of flowers, trees, grains, and vegetation on the earth.  Look at 
the different varieties of animals, insects, and birds on the earth.  Look at the beauty.  
Look at the design!  Study the cleavage properties of minerals.  Study the design of the 
human body, and its complex intricacy. 
 
 Analyze the beauty of sex and ask yourself, did all this just happen -- without a 
great intelligent DESIGNER?  The beauty of the universe, the earth, nature, the beauty 
and intricate workings of the human body, all of this plainly demonstrates to the 
intelligent, THINKING mind the existence of an all-wise intelligent, CREATOR ELOHIM! 
 

 
THE INSPIRATION OF THE BIBLE 

 
 Nearly one-third of the Bible is prophecy.  Many of these prophecies have 
already been fulfilled.  Yahweh sent His prophets thousands of years ago, as recorded 
in the Bible, to such cities as Ekron, Sidon, Tyre, Ashkelon, Ashdod, Jerusalem, and 
other cities, to predict the future of these cities.  The Bible asserts to be the Word of 
Yahweh.  In the Bible, this Great Being who calls Himself Elohim claims to be able to 
know the future of these cities and nations.  Not only does He know them, He predicted 
precisely what would happen to each.  Those prophecies have been, and are being, 
fulfilled down to the minutest detail. 
 
 Believe it or not, you can prove the inspiration of the Holy Bible.  (If you would 
like more information on proving the inspiration of the Bible, be sure to write for our free 
article proving that the Bible is inspired).  The inspiration of the Bible is a proof of the 
existence of Yahweh.  The Bible is "Yah breathed"!  Modern day psychics do not have 
the same accuracy of these ancient prophets of the Bible who predicted the fate of 
many cities and nations; and these true prophets have been 100% accurate! 
 

ANSWERED PRAYER 
 
 Answered pray PROVES the existence of Yahweh! 
 
 This last proof is not a scientific or historical proof.  It is, however, a very real 
proof of the existence of Yahweh.  True Believers have proved time and time again that 
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there is a great Elohim.  Doctors are unable to explain how some people have 
miraculously overcome fatal diseases.  There are quite a number of things that doctors  
and  scientists  have  no explanations for.  Also, time and time again, Believers have 
had answers to their prayers in other areas as well.  Yahweh promises in His Word, the 
Bible, that all needs will be supplied (Phil. 4:19).  Real answered prayer is not the 
working out of events as a result of chance or caprice.  Answered prayer is not the 
same as positive thinking or optimism. 
 
 Real answered prayer is a completely miraculous, supernatural, direct 
intervention of Yahweh.  The Bible tells us in I John 3:22 that whatever we ask we will 
receive because we keep His commandments and do those things that are pleasing in 
His sight.  Many Believers have tested this verse and proved it to be true time and time 
again. 
 
 Let me give you a personal example.  Some years ago, I had something that was 
incurable.  The doctors told me there was no cure either medically, or by surgery that 
could eradicate the problem.  I was given medication that I was told would have to be 
taken the rest of my life!  Yet, I knew that in the Bible Yahweh promises to heal.  In 
Hebrews the 11th chapter and in verse six, Yahweh tells us that without faith it is 
impossible to please Yahweh, for he that comes to Yahweh must believe that He is (that 
He exists), and that He is a re-warder of them who diligently seek Him.  I knew Yahweh 
existed.  And I took these Scriptures to heart and I asked Yahweh to heal me of that 
which doctors told me was incurable. 
 
 The next day I sought for an Elder in the assembly I was attending, and asked 
him to pray for me and anoint me with oil, according to James 5:14-15.  I was prayed for 
and anointed with oil, in the  Name  of  Yahshua  Messiah,  whom the Bible says 
created all things (Eph. 3:9; Col. 1:16-17; John 1:3).  The living Elohim, whose name is 
Yahweh Rophe (Yahweh our Healer), healed me instantly!  That was some twelve years 
ago and I have been in good health ever since! 
 
 I know that there is a great living ELOHIM who exists and who promises to 
reward or punish us according to the way we live our lives.  There are thousands of 
people like myself, who have had miraculous answered prayers who KNOW there is a 
great Elohim.  Yahweh Himself, who inspired the Bible, says to us through the prophet 
David, in Psalm 53:1..."The fool had said in his heart, there is no Elohim." 
 
 Anyone who can see this beautiful universe, who has the intelligence to 
understand the laws of physics, the laws of the conservation of energy and matter, the 
law of biogenesis, can see and appreciate the beauty of creation all around him, and 
see it sustained, must believe in the great Creator. 
 
 Only a FOOL would deny the existence of Yahweh. 
 
 In this "Decade of Destiny", with the very real threat of a nuclear war hanging 
over our heads, it is imperative that you know in your heart that there is a great Creator.  
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For if there is no Elohim, you and I, and the rest of the world, have no hope! 
 
 But if there is an Almighty, and if that Almighty is going to send back His Son 
Yahshua Messiah to this earth, to SAVE mankind from destruction as He promises in 
His Word, then you and I can REJOICE!  For we can know that we have a future!  And 
same Almighty promises PROTECTION for those who are   spiritually  watching,  and 
are praying always for they will be accounted "worthy to escape all these things that 
shall come to pass..." (Luke 21:36).  A World War III is coming, just as scientists and 
world leader’s suspect.  The Bible calls this period of time...the "Great Tribulation" 
(Matthew 24:21)!  But it will not be the end of mankind.  Yahshua Messiah is coming 
back to SAVE the world! 
 
 Thank Yahweh He does exist!  Thank Yahweh He is sending His Son back to this 
earth to rule and reign for ONE THOUSAND YEARS, to cause all war to cease, to put a 
stop to the arms race, to heal the sick and diseased, to solve our problems of famine 
and to save us from destroying ourselves!  Without Yahweh, we have no hope.  With 
Yahweh, we have ALL hope.  Now is the time to begin to learn about this Great 
Almighty.  Now is the time to being serving Yahweh.  As we are told in II Corinthians 
6:2, Now is the accepted time: Behold NOW is the day of Salvation. 
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